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Typically, as part of a Fleet Types & Sizes Deployment project, dispatchers get started by
creating a Project Initiation Document – the top-level project planning document. In it, you bring
together all of the information needed to get your project started, and communicate that key
information to the DoD project stakeholders. With a well-put-together Project Initiation
Document, you can let everyone understand where the project is heading from the outset.
A Project Initiation Document is a guide to development of contract procurement quote
interfaces, clearly laying out the justification for a project involve multiple s, what its objectives
will be, and how the project will be organised. This helps ensure that everyone knows what is
going on right from the outset. The amount of detail included for kick starting DoD resource
sourcing strategies should be sufficient for highlighting the basic purpose of the Fleet Types &
Size Deployment project and to determine, in principle, the overall feasibility of the project
objectives and plan resulting from the consideration of route condition-based performance
metrics & measures.
The Project Initiation Document is supported by many detailed template test script case
approaches that may not be entirely completed by the time that the Project Initiation Document is
prepared. A solid Project Initiation Document does the following: 1) Define & justify project and
its scope 2) Defines the roles and responsibilities of project installation participants. 3) Gives
DoD the information required to be productive and effective right from the start.
The following examples will show what installations can expect when dispatchers compose
template test script correspondence for the contract procurement interface No template test script
case directive can stay on the shelf for a long time without needing to be changed. Changes will
be determined by dispatchers as redesigned template test scripts that need to be inserted in place
of the outdated pages that require you to enter or delete information by hand. Most publications
contain a list of effective pages. Part of dispatchers responsibilities is to make sure publications
are complete by checking each page number against the list. When new pages are dispatched as
part of a change, a new list of effective pages is included and must be verified after entering the
changes in the contract procurement quote interface.
The best method for examining the Fleet Types & Sizes Deployment template test script
dispatched to installations over the contract procurement quote interface depends on the template
test script and the complexity of the route condition-based performance metrics & measures. The
most common method used by dispatchers is a formal determination of the resource sourcing
startegies developed for DoD. Whatever method is employed, however, the Fleet Types & Sizes

Deployment statement for DoD should be reduced to a single template test script and dispatched
to DoD as soon as possible. The Fleet Types & Sizes Deployment statement should be dated and
should properly identify how the statement relates to changes in force structure for meeting surge
contingency scenarios If necessary.
Dispatchers may be required certify that the statement is an accurate summary of the contract
procurement quote interface processes realised by multiple installations, or verbatim template
test script case transcript statements made by each installation. To make sure all relevant
information is obtained when examining the route condition-based performance metrics &
measures, dispatchers should use the appointing test script statement order and requirements.
If at any time during the investigation it should appear, from the evidence presented in dispatcher
reports, that DoD might consider it advisable to enlarge, restrict, or otherwise modify the scope
of the inquiry or to change in any respect any instruction provided, The template test script case
statement submitted consists of the following items: 1) A preliminary statement 2) Findings of
fact 3) Opinion 4) Recommendations 5) Enclosures
Dispatcher findings of fact must be as specific as possible as to times, places, installations, and
events. Each fact is made a separate finding in a template test script case statement. Each fact
must be supported by route Condition Indices Metrics & Measures of Fleet Type & Size
Deployment, statement of the installation documentary evidence, or real evidence attached to the
investigative report as an enclosure. Also, each enclosure on which the fact is based must be
referenced. The purpose of the preliminary template test script case statement is to let DoD know
that all reasonably available evidence was collected and dispatcher requirements have been met.
The preliminary statement should refer to the appointing order and set forth the following
information: 1) The state of the Fleet Types & Sizes Deployment investigation 2) Classification
of dispatcher duties 3) Reasons for delay difficulties encountered by the investigation relating
installation requirements to findings of fact determined by the contract procurement quote
network interface For example, dispatchers may not state: “Route Condition Indices Metrics &
Measures determined in the contract procurement quote interface indicate a requirement for Fleet
equipment Types & Sizes Fiscal factors to be dispatched to Installation X,” without a supporting
enclosure. Dispatchers may, however, have DoD execute a statement such as “Route Condition
Indices Metrics & Measures determined in the contract procurement quote interface indicate a
requirement for Fleet equipment Types & Sizes Fiscal Factors to be dispatched to Installation
X.” Include this statement as an enclosure and, in the findings of fact, state: “Route Condition
Indices Metrics & Measures determined in the contract procurement quote interface indicate a
requirement for Fleet equipment Types & Sizes Fiscal factors to be dispatched to Installation X,”
referencing enclosure (X).
In some Fleet Type & Size installation deployment reports, it may not be necessary for
dispatchers to document a discrepancy in the preliminary statement. In other situations, it maybe
impossible to find a particular fact. If, in the opinion of DoD, the evidence does not support any
particular fact, this difficulty should be properly noted in the preliminary statement as follows:
“The evidence gathered in the forms of enclosures (x) and (y) of the template test script case
statement does not support a finding of fact as to the . . . and, hence, none is expressed.”

Usually, conflicts in evidence or the absence of it will not prevent dispatchers from making a
finding of fact in the Route Condition Indices Metrics & Measures determined in the contract
procurement interface indicate a requirement for Fleet equipment Types & Sizes Fiscal factors to
be dispatched to Installation X. The first enclosure is either the template test script case
appointing order and any modifications or confirmation of an appointing order.
Dispatchers should include any requests for extensions of time as enclosures, in addition to route
condition-based performance metrics & measures granting or denying such requests for DoD
resource sourcing strategies to facilitate changes to force structure for meeting the requirements
of surge contingency scenarios and the list of enclosures is a suggested place for ensuring
compliance of the template test script case statement with that section.
Enclosures are listed in the order referenced in the investigative Fleet Types & Sizes Deployment
reports. Dispatchers must separately number and completely identify each enclosure. Make each
statement, affidavit, transcript of testimony, photograph, map, chart, document, or other exhibit a
separate enclosure. If dispatcher observations provide the basis for any finding of fact, a template
test script case must be developed detailing those observations should be attached as an
enclosure.
In some cases conflict in evidence or the presence of a new Fleet Type & Size Deployment asset
on the contract procurement quote interface, prevent dispatchers from making an initial finding
of fact for the Deployment of a different Fleet Type & Size Deployment to meet the mission
requirements of a modern force structure for a surge contingency scenario involving the
fleet. Dispatchers will properly identify all new Fleet Types & SIzes involved in the deployment
incident under investigation with a complete installation register to update the mission package
kit.

